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JS: Meet Tracy Hatfield! We want to be sure we’re all ready for PR. Be sure to 
watch our first video in the series, Free PR, it’s in the FMC!

JS: Why do we need to be PR ready? 

TH: I come from a background of  TV news. This is where everyone is now 
because everyone is using video now. Magazines and newspapers are all using 
video. So what we were looking for on TV news is what everyone is looking for 
now with the marriage of video to content. Print content has become more video-
centric. 

TH: To be PR ready you need to know who are you trying to approach, who 
wants what you’re trying to offer. It’s not just for celebrities because local is local. 
Facebook and Instagram have made us all become publishers and everyone is 
consuming this content. It’s not just about going after local TV or print, it’s about 
finding anybody who is an influencer in your area. 

JS: Anyone can do this?

TH: Everyone is looking for stories. You want to share authentic, original, stories. 
You have to get it to them in a way that they see your story because everyone is 
pushing their own stories.  The people you’re talking about receive thousands of 
e-mails a day and everyone wants to be on their Facebook feed on in their article. 
You need to think about how you approach them where you’re giving them as 
much as you can give them. Make it as easy as possible for them to say yes and 
they can turn it into something. 

JS:  Let’s say no one has ever heard of you and you send through your amazing 
story. Why would they pay attention to me? 

TH: You have to give them a story that’s clickable. What’s the clickbait? Whatever 
you do because you have a passion for it, you love it. If you’re doing it for a quick 
buck than there’s a different place for you. 

In the beginning, think about it like a cocktail party and you’re getting all ramped 
up and excited about talking about your story. 

You need to come up with your angle, what your story it is. 

https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/
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There is information you have to offer. What’s your clickbait. What mom doesn’t 
want to start a business?
JS: What if every reporter doesn’t agree with you? 

TH: They are wanting clicks, get people to start up, mommy power. Think of the 
keywords that you see. Look at their website, Facebook and see what they’re 
writing about. You need to envision that there is this person and they’re trying to 
provide what their viewers and audience want. 

They’ve got lots of hours to fill with stories. In the news business you call it the 
beast because you’re constantly feeding it. 

They are constantly looking at new content so you can’t be offended if they miss 
you. You have to package it in a way to get their attention.

JS: What are some pitches you’ve seen that really work? 

TH: There was a PR person who sent me so much every day. She would put her 
tagline in the e-mail header. She would basically write the whole thing so I could 
take it and just insert it. 

What you’re trying to do is be the expert in your space and you’re sharing that 
expertise. They are trying to be an expert as they’re finding what’s trending. They 
need to find things that their viewers are going to love. 

What is it that they can look at and that their viewers are going to love? Bring 
insight to the table. Bring what they don’t know. 

JS: It sounds like it’s a lot of homework or research to finding what the reporters 
want. 

TH: I think you can get the feel for what they’re looking for if you narrow it down 
to someone local. Go smaller to train yourself how to do it. There’s a rhythm to it. 
Find your local influencer. Maybe they have a blog or podcast that everyone is 
listening to. 

JS: Where does your customer base go? Who are people listening to?
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TH: You’ll know that if you’re in your industry the people around you will all be listening 
to this person. 

TH: You’re helping them by giving them content and they’re helping you out. Here’s 
a neat twist on it. This way when you go for bigger news outlets you’re searchable 
on the internet because you have a blog post, podcast, free magazines. All they are 
looking for is someone who knows what they’re talking about. 

Once you practice this enough you hone your story, your pitch and then you’re off and 
running. It’s kind of of like a date, they can smell fear. Start small so you can work out 
those fear kinks. 

It’s not just about the confidence, it’s about you being prepped and ready and you 
know the answers being the expert. 

Let’s learn how to be the expert we want to look like. 
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JS: We know all of the amazing reasons to get PR ready and now let’s learn 
why we need to become an expert. What is an expert? 

TH: When you’re in a business you’re trying to make money, you’re trying to 
survive, and that becomes a big focus but the problem is is that’s not the focus 
for everyone else. 

This arena is about real information. 

You need to get to the heart of why you’re doing this. This is, I’m working for 
myself  because I’m passionate about it. There are people who paint and 
whatever your service is is your art. Take selling a cup for example. 

When I go to any media outlet I want to sell. Why would I sell your cup for 
free if I could send it to ads or commercials. I care about your story and your 
information, not your selling. Why is your cup better? 

There is information that can be made into stories. 

JS: If I’m an expert and I’m selling, how am I the expert? 

TH: You have expert status because of the details.

You’re showing them that you’re in it to share your story and to help them. You 
know a lot about it because you spent a lot of time being in it and knowing it. 
The general public may not know it. 

JS: What do you think people should know? What do you think they’d want to 
know? What do you wish people knew?

TH: Look at Humans of New York. It’s hugely popular because people are 
fascinatinated with people. We all go to the movies because we all love stories. 
Before you become an expert you need to know what you find fascinating, how 
to share it, and then you have to do it. 

You are the expert. It’s taking your business and figuring out what your “who 
knew” and sharing what you know. 

Help others know. 
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TH: We want to know what to do. You need to get over it. You’re an expert and 
you have a story to tell and now you really need to tell it. 

JS: This gives me great confidence when I go back into my business. 

TH: Everybody wants to feel like they’re doing some good in the world. If that’s 
all you want to get from it is sharing your knowledge and passing it on. All of the 
things you share will help you feel good. If you go out and do it, you’ll feel good 
and you’ll help others feel good as you pass it on.

You help yourself, you help others. 

A singer sings to two people in the room and then the next room has more people. 
They fed off that. If you get more from it, it’s a win. The second you try you win. If 
you put it off and don’t do it, you lose.

I always say yes to PR opportunities because it’s practice. If you’re an expert and 
you did this here and this here, people are interested in you. 

JS: What are five places we should all go?

TH:

1. Look in your own backyard. It’s the local regional papers, free regional 
magazines, local bloggers. A lot of times you’re going to write the article for 
them. You might have to buy an ad but you could get a great article out of it. 

2. Go with where you’re tackling. Noon shows are easier to get on. It’s video, you 
being interviewed on camera. Weekend mornings can be great spots. 

3. Your local newspaper has a local local section, or the living section, see if you 
can pitch them a few ideas. 

4. You are a publisher, put it out there on your Facebook page, your blog, you 
can guest blog on someone else’s blog. Then you can share link love. 

5. Stalking! You find the person that writes, it can be Today Show big, pick 
things that  you really like and find those reporters there and follow them on FB, 
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LinkedIn, Twitter  and you start commenting on the things that they post. Then 
you can comment on their  stories. You’re playing the long game on this one. IF 
you end up on the Today Show, it’s like winning the Oscars. 

TH: This is not for people who have done thousands of media events. This is for 
the person starting small. 

If you’re a graphic designer you can put lots of information out there.

When you shop around, are you going to choose the person who has no links or 
the person who has links out and is being seen everywhere?

Drive that point home as it gets you more clients. 

JS: What am I going to show people? 

TH: If you’re a service, show a quiz and show how you know something you can 
share. Here are three things you should know about yourself. Come up with the 
party game of what your business is. 

JS: I visualize everything. If you come up with things that you’re inspired to do, 
let’s talk about it in The Chat. 

https://community.foundingmoms.com/c/the-chat
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JS: Everybody has gone out and taken all of Tracy’s tips and you’re now a media 
mogul. You’ve gotten your first outlet to get you on. 

Now what?

If you have visuals, if there was a video made, than embed is your friend. You 
want to go to the outlet and see if you can embed it into your own media. 

You can make requests: “Could you mention my name?”, “Here’s a link to my 
business.” Now that they’ve done it, you need to put it on all of your stuff. Put it 
all over the place. 

Take pictures while you’re there on Sally’s podcast and then you have more to 
post on all of your media channels. 

Then you need a spot on your website to say, look whose covered us. Look 
what she’s done. Look who she knows.  This gives you great street cred. 

This can get you on panels at trade shows, you can be the speaker. It’s a snowball 
effect. If I’m in one outlet doing an appearance other outlets see it and want me. 
so media begets media. 

You are now the expert so you’re going to go and pitch all of these places. Once 
you get the media hit and promote it like crazy to everyone you know. And then 
get more media because that’s how this all works. 

Got Qs for Tracy Hatfield? Let’s talk about it! 

https://community.foundingmoms.com/c/grow/how-to-be-pr-ready
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WHAT IS MY STORY?

What am I selling?

What makes it interesting?

What else makes it interesting?

Who is my ideal client? 

How am I bettering my client’s life or experience with my product or service? 
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FEED THE BEAST!

How many stories can you feed the beast?
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AUDIENCE BLENDER

Inside the blender, list the LOCAL influencers you would like to connect with. 
Outside the blender, list the ingredients you can throw them that will get their 

attention (i.e. FB story idea, Instagram photo idea)

INGREDIENTS:
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I’M AN EXPERT BECAUSE!

List real info:
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WIN 3

When you try, you win. 
Here’s your chance for three wins, so what stories will you share?
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THOUGHTS? PUT ‘EM RIGHT HERE:
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